**SCIENCE SAYS**

Disinfecting Disrupts the Spread

Frequently disinfect to keep everyone healthy and campus working

---

**CLEAN & DISINFECT**

**OBJECTS & SURFACES**

USE A WIPE TO CLEAN WHAT YOU ANTICIPATE TOUCHING when entering a shared workspace.

YOU ONLY NEED TO CLEAN WHAT YOU TOUCH.

Please minimize what you touch since wipes are scarce. Unfold wipe and spread in out to cover more space rather than bunching it up.

- One swipe across a keyboard is sufficient
- Fold the wipe over the mouse and clean top and both sides
- To clean leather chairs, start with wipe on one arm, wipe up towards the top then continue in that direction to the other arm of the chair
- Clean internal doorknob

**OTHER COMMON AREAS THAT MAY NEED TO BE WIPED:**

- Countertops
- Light switches
- Lab equipment
- Freezer/fridge

USE A WIPE TO CLEAN WHAT YOU TOUCHED WHEN LEAVING

---

**ADDITIONAL TIPS**

- Saran Wrap over keyboards
- ≥ 70% EtOH spray bottles
- Bleach wipes in areas where spraying liquids is not advised (when electronics, optics, etc. could be compromised)